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Introduction
WHY DATA CENTERS?
The construction of data centers is a growing need worldwide as businesses continue to migrate to cloud and colocation services.
These facilities vary in size, depending on the planned usage – up-to one million square feet or more. They are often situated on
campuses that cover up-to 50 acres - and this number is continually growing.
With the complexities in design, infrastructure, and systems, it is critical for the GC to have unrestricted access to stakeholders
and up-to-date construction documents via the internet at every phase of construction. The mega corporations commissioning
the largest of these data centers understand the value of this connectivity. Today’s owners frequently mandate standards for
network accessibility on site to ensure maximum productivity and accuracy throughout construction.
ConstructEdge is skillfully positioned to deliver enterprise-level connectivity services and support to these projects, no matter
their physical location.
The case studies on the following pages outline the various ways that ConstructEdge has addressed the unique challenges that
can arise with this type of construction. The examples presented are real solutions designed by ConstructEdge and have been
anonymized to protect the confidentiality of the respective projects.

WHAT MAKES CONSTRUCTEDGE’S APPROACH TO DATA CENTER
FIELD CONNECTIVITY DIFFERENT?
The bandwidth you need, when you need it
We leverage microwave wireless technologies for high-capacity bandwidth to areas that lack sufficient
fiber infrastructure. This technology can serve as a long-term option, or as a temporary solution until
fiber can be brought in. Either way, we ensure the bandwidth is available upon project mobilization.
Wi-Fi EVERYWHERE in the field
ConstructEdge’s unique experience with network engineering and design has developed the ability to
extend a network into the field of work, while still maintaining maximum bandwidth output at the furthest
AP. This minimizes signal loss or degradation over large campuses.
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High-capacity wireless bandwidth
transmission as an interim solution to fiber
Location: Midwest Data Center Campus
Client: ENR top 25 company providing advanced construction services across the globe

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This data center project consisted of TWO separate “trailer city” locations, located approximately
1 mile apart and consisting of dozens of job trailers. The GC needed a solution that would be
scalable over the life of the project and would also eliminate the excessive cellular overages they
were incurring during earlier phases of this project.

THE SOLUTION
ConstructEdge’s unique experience with high capacity wireless infrastructure allowed us to build
a scalable solution for our client when the local telecom was unable to deliver fiber connectivity in
a reasonable time period.
•

We started with a 100Mbps backhaul in 2014, which had the capacity to scale up to 1Gbps
as soon as the client needed it.

•

About a year later, ConstructEdge extended that network into the field to allow for Wi-Fi
access as the first phase of construction progressed and buildings were being skinned.

•

Eventually, ConstructEdge brought in fiber infrastructure and transitioned the wireless bridge
over to the permanent service while proactively preparing to broadcast the signal across the
campus for the 2nd phase of construction.

•

We continued to scale this service to meet the client’s needs throughout subsequent phases
of construction; maintaining and monitoring the network every step of the way to ensure the
reliability of the connection.

THE RESULT
Our client saw increased productivity and communication onsite, as well as reduced costs:
•

Eliminated cellular overages

•

Increased bandwidth output for file & data transfers

•

Redundant fiber connectivity dramatically reduced risk of outages

•

Both campuses were networked together for seamless communication

•

Connectivity throughout the field supported the addition of mobile devices

•

Subcontractors were able to leverage the same infrastructure to similarly improve productivity
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Field Connectivity: Hybrid mesh
networks deliver Wi-Fi everywhere
without bandwidth loss
Location: South U.S. Datacenter
Client: ENR top 25 company making waves on large-scale projects through innovation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This data center project’s owner mandated that all subcontractors must have access to the
network onsite for maximum productivity. Our client was concerned about bandwidth loss when
using wireless meshing to distribute bandwidth to the entire field of work.
The client planned to utilize DEWALT’s Jobsite Wi-Fi system, but was seeking assistance with
a network design to minimize the bandwidth loss that is inherent in mesh networks. DEWALT
referred the client to its connectivity partner, ConstructEdge, for assistance with the transmission
and distribution of high-speed bandwidth throughout the project.

THE SOLUTION
ConstructEdge’s proposal recommended a combination point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
transmission system, which extends the site’s existing fiber connection to the critical areas of the
field of work and is scalable up-to 1 Gbps.
In addition, ConstructEdge designed a distribution network from each end-point utilizing a total of
41 DEWALT DCT100 access points to ensure full Wi-Fi coverage on site.
Upon execution of an agreement with the client, ConstructEdge’s project team successfully installed
and configured all necessary hardware within 10 days of signature.

THE RESULTS
•

The resulting network coverage and quality led the project team to purchase new iPads for
all electricians on site.

•

The ability to load drawings onto the iPads or other mobile devices and access them within
the field has dramatically improved efficiency and has reduced the need for paper copy
drawings on site.

•

This has also ensured that only the most up-to-date documents are being used in the field.

•

Furthermore, all subcontractors can now access the BIM model in the field, which allows for
better coordination of systems installation in real-time.

“The support ConstructEdge has provided has been fantastic – they are very responsive and they always
have answers to our questions. And they’re a lot of fun to work with.” – Customer Quote
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